
*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Human FemaleH01 - Ian Garnett
H02 - Contessa Goldwine
H03 – Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

H04 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

H06 - Elizabeth (lostgirl19)
H07 – Edwin Blashfield (CC0)

H08 - Petra van Berkum
H09 – Guillaume Chasleries (CC by 2.0)H05 - Pieter Verbaarschott

H01 H02 H03

H04 H05 H06

H07 H08 H09

Which path to choose:  Create a character and then find a portrait that's a good fit, or select one of the portraits first and build a character around it. 
 Inspiration for a good character can come from different places.  Once you've found the right portrait cut it out and tape it onto the Character Sheet.



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Human MaleH10 - Ian Garnett
H11 - Thane Brimhall
H12 – Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

H13 - Pieter Verbaarschott

H15 - Pieter Verbaarschott
H16 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

H17 - Mary Foote (CC0)

H18 - Raven FlaniganH14 - Ian Garnett
H10 H11 H12

H13 H14 H15

H16 H17 H18

The type of character to create is limited only by imagination.  There aren't any "class restrictions" as characters aren't limited to a pre-set list of 
professions.  If you can imagine a character feel free to explore them further...what they look like, what is their background, what kinds of technology 
they use and more.  Does the character fit into the fantasy-like world of Feonora, or are they more like a visitor from another world?



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Elf FemaleE01 - Clara Karrell
E02 – Electra Vasiliadi
E03 – Michael Lee
E04 – Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

E06 – Elizabeth (lostgirl19)
E07 – Raven Flanigan
E08 – Michael Lee
E09 – Clara KarrellE05 - Heidi Blomster (CC0)

E01 E02 E03

E04 E05 E06

E07 E08 E09

As most of Feonora's inhabitants already know feminine guile typically outwits the usual male attributes, they just don't go out of their way to 
point it out.  Instead, what one finds, if they pay attention to the subtle currents of social order, is that women are really the ones keeping things 
from getting altogether out of control.  But the men like to think they play a part in that as well, and this makes for happier relations all around.



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Elf MaleE10 - Ian Garnett
E11 – Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

E12 – Electra Vasiliadi
E13 - Michael Lee

E15 - Tsuki Hikari
E16 – Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

E17 – Ilya Repin (CC0)

E18 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)E14 – Electra Vasiliadi
E10 E11 E12

E13 E14 E15

E16 E17 E18

Wondering why some of the slots are empty?  The reason is Character Portraits can take a long time to make their way into the source files.  If we had 
waited for all the slots to be filled ‘Heroes of Feonora’ might never make its public debut.  Notice the variety of style as some portraits have been 
developed specifically for the game, with others being donated.   If interested in contributing to the project please reach out to us via the Contact form.



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Dwarf FemaleD01 - Ian Garnett
D02 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

D03 - Paul Gavarni (CC0)

D04 - Paul Gavarni (CC0)

D06 – Francisco Goya (CC0)

D07 - Pieter Verbaarschott
D08 - Paul Gavarni (CC0)

D09 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)D05 - waldryano (CC0)

D01 D02 D03

D04 D05 D06

D07 D08 D09

Probably the least chosen of all the character classes are the often misunderstood female Dwarves.  Perhaps it's because so few realize just how resourceful female 
Dwarves really are, and how resilient and cunning they can be.  Let's put it this way, you wouldn't want to find yourself toe-to-toe with one of these fine hearty 
women in the Fighter's Fighting Guild.  Should such an unfortunate circumstance occur, best prepare to be taken down a notch or two before the night is through.



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Dwarf MaleD10 – Ilya Repin (CC0)

D11 – Pieter Verbaarschott
D12 – Michael Lee
D13 - Cade Roster (CC by NC 2.0)

D15 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

D16 – Cade Roster (CC by NC 2.0)

D17 – Michael Lee
D18 – Ilya Repin (CC0)D14 – Aarón Clark

D10 D11 D12

D13 D14 D15

D16 D17 D18

The young Dwarf Malgamoo was obsessed with his work.  Folks say he had this crazy notion about discerning the chemical properties of two metals, in order to combine them 
into an entirely new form of metal.  Spent so much time in the refinery did he that his very skin had become permanently dark and sooty, a condition not improved by the fact 
that he rarely bathed.  In Malgamoo's mind poor hygiene was but a small price to pay for fame and glory.  What he failed to realize is that somewhere along the way he'd caught 
the eye of a Goblin princess.  And as every Dwarf knows, when a Goblin maiden sets her sights on a potential mate, one way or another, she gets her prey...



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Haufl in FemaleF01 - Ian Garnett
F02 - Public Domain
F03 - Pieter Verbaarschott
F04 - Pieter Verbaarschott

F06 - Pieter Verbaarschott
F07 – David Revoy (CC by 3.0)

F08 – Elizabeth (lostgirl19)
F09 - Pieter VerbaarschottF05 – Ian Garnett

F01 F02 F03

F04 F05 F06

F07 F08 F09

Hauflins, by their nature, are a well-rounded class, making them an excellent choice for those who like the idea of being able to engage in every sort of activity an 
adventure may bring.  The trade-off is that they aren't as hardy as the others, nor does a Hauflin receive any bonuses to their basic Ability rolls.  This means that a 
Hauflin character will take more time to come into her own.  But, for patient players who take the time to develop such a character, it can be well worth the effort.



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Haufl in MaleF10 - Ian Garnett
F11 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

F12 - Michael Lee
F13 - Michael Lee

F15 - Pieter Verbaarschott
F16 - Pieter Verbaarschott
F17 - Jeff Preston (CC by 3.0)

F18 - Cade Roster (CC by NC 2.0)F14 – Michele Bucelli (CC by 3.0)

F10 F11 F12

F13 F14 F15

F16 F17 F18

Did you know that reciting bad poetry whilst being dunked repeatedly into an uncorked barrel of "Stinky Moss" ale, might just attract the attention 
of a Miniature Giant Warbling Mintoad?  It's true.  Things the uninitiated ought to keep in mind before entering a Hauflin Foot-Tickling competition, 
especially one that has gotten a little carried away with the festivities, which... is pretty much every time.



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Khajathi FemaleK01 - Reggie Cuvelier
K02 - Sparkey Davis
K03 - SandraWhite
K04 - Daria Yaseva

K06 - S.R. Pointon
K07 - Sparkey Davis
K08 - Public Domain
K09 - Public DomainK05 - Guillaume Chasleries

K01 K02 K03

K04 K05 K06

K07 K08 K09

While many of the character portraits featured here reflect the quality and variety of those that would be featured in a full commercial 
release, they should be thought of more as placeholder artwork.  These artists have been kind enough to donate their time and talent, 
giving all of us a taste of what an expanded (fully funded) "Heroes of Feonora" would look like.



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Khajathi MaleK10 - Reggie Cuvelier
K11 - SandraWhite
K12 – Begnoche48
K13 – Sparkey Davis

K15 - Hayley Millward (CC by NC 2.0)

K16 - Aarón Clark
K17 - Public Domain
K18 - Public DomainK14 – Cade Roster (CC by NC 2.0)

K10 K11 K12

K13 K14 K15

K16 K17

The deeper secrets of Khajathi culture are not widely known, other than they make formidable foes, and much better allies... if one is 
fortunate enough to gain their trust.  Much of a Khajathi's prowess is attributable to high agility, which brings great advantages in the 
areas of bounty hunting, thwarting thieves, catching elusive butterflies and evading all manner of danger with great proficiency.

K18



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Malornian FemaleM01 - Reggie Cuvelier
M02 – Tanja (Dragonsoul2)
M03 - Céline Le Nezet
M04 – Tanja (Dragonsoul2)

M06 – Sparkey Davis
M07 – Ramona Cech
M08 – Ramona Cech
M09 – Daria YasevaM05 - Céline Le Nezet

M01 M02 M03

M04 M05 M06

M07 M08 M09

While many of the character portraits featured here reflect the quality and variety of those that would be featured in a full commercial 
release, they should be thought of more as placeholder artwork.  These artists have been kind enough to donate their time and talent, 
giving all of us a taste of what an expanded (fully funded) "Heroes of Feonora" would look like. 



*To learn more about each artist visit the Credits page at www.feonora.com

Malornian MaleM10 - Reggie Cuvelier
M11 - Michael Lee
M12 - Sparkey Davis
M13 – Maiju Tiitta

M15 - Begnoche48
M16 - Begnoche48
M17 - altehra
M18 - Public DomainM14 - Aleksandr Ermakov

M10 M11 M12

M13 M14 M15

M16 M17 M18

Are you still reading these?  Hey!  Stop procrastinating.  This is everything we can offer for the moment.  Really.  This is it.  You've seen them all.  We promise.  It's time to stop 
reading and get to the task of creating a character.  Too difficult to choose you say?  In that case it's time for a mini-game before the adventure even begins.  Are you ready?  
Do not carefully lay all the sheets out on the floor and stand with your back to them.  Now, toss a penny (or a tuppence if you have one because they are more fun to say) 
over your shoulder.  Whichever portrait it lands on (or closest to) has just been chosen for you.  And it's your job to make a really interesting or funny character with it.  Ok, go.
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